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Successful Contemplation
Bret Lundstrom

Blissfully bankrupt of thought
As if it were taken from me
Debts of doubt long overdue
All confidence confiscated
Taken by broken ventures
Maybe not even real attempts
But the failure feels very real
Failure to venture out
Due to paupered self-prejudice
And pointless undue pride
Which I probably haven’t earned
So I have fallen to ground zero
So that must make me ground zero
What a perfect place to start
How beautiful is the beginning
So why not try to start here
Credit completely destroyed
But someone will risk the investment
I’ll earn my return 
Properly show that success
Is much more than a spreadsheet

Today, Everything Was Grey
Faith Schallert

Today,
Everything was grey,
The wind was malleable 
Bent into whistles 
Of wished nostalgia 
Hammered memories of middle school 
Just beneath the clouds,
She thought I wouldn’t notice 
If her sneaky Impressionism 
Outlined a little girl in the stars 
Like an acute constellation 
But I did.
She was only 9 
The first time she realized 
Blade and friendship were synonymous.
They taped signs to her back 
Like lost and found stickers 
Reminding kids of how short she really was.
To them she was midget girl,
And to herself she was somewhere 
Between the black and blue
Bruises looked like tire stains
And the bus driver knew her by first name,
Her and them,
The other girls who stoned her with callous 
Diction
Needle-like they jabbed her with snide remarks 
And ripped her of her humanity,
There
Is a classroom full of kids who also know what it’s like to be small,
Bullies know little of love,
And mountains of heartache,
They tell me that everyone is a bully,
We’re all meant to be bullies,
Bullied,
Buried...


